
Deer decoys, are they a growing
trend or just another gim-
mick? I hate to admit it but at

one time I didn’t pay any attention to
deer decoys. I thought that they were
just something else to carry and
besides my wife and I always man-
aged to tag our deer, so who needed
them? Well that thinking changed
three years ago when we found our-
selves heading into the last week of
the bow season without a deer in the
freezer. We were seeing quite a few
deer and with the rut kicking in things
should have been great but we just
couldn’t seem to get a buck within
bow range.

While I was willing to wait it out
and hope that my luck would change
my wife decided to take a more
aggressive approach. “I want to try a
deer decoy”, she announced after
returning home from another luckless
morning. I was hoping that if I just
ignored her she would forget this
ridiculous idea but later that day I
found myself shelling out my hard
earned money for her deer decoy,
which I reminded her would not work.
During the next several days she did a
crash course on learning how to use a
deer decoy and I was shocked with the
results. The decoy seemed to put deer
entering the area at ease and several
even approached to within several
feet for a closer inspection. However
the pay-off came the fourth day when
a buck that approached and was
rejected by a doe about 70 yards from
my wife’s stand spotted her decoy. She
says he never stopped as he trotted
directly to the decoy which stood
about 20 yards behind her tree stand.
As the buck passed her stand with his
attention fixed on the decoy she took
her shot and filled her tag. Since that
day our relationship with and my

opinion of deer decoys has changed
forever.

Not only are deer decoys an
extremely effective tool for the
bowhunter they are also a great selling
opportunity for the dealer who takes
the time to learn about and educate
his customers on how to use a decoy
to increase their chances of success.
Like any other hunting technique
deer decoys do not guarantee success
but under the right conditions the

results can be awesome. Most
bowhunters enter the sport because
they are excited by the challenge that
bowhunting offers. They also want to
be more directly involved in the hunt
which leads to their acceptance of
camouflage, scents and calls. The deer
decoy not only offers another dimen-
sion for involvement in the hunt by
the bowhunter but they also offer the
dealer an excellent opportunity to
increase sales by taking advantage of
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New for 2007 is
Flambeau’s extremely
realistic Masters
Series Buck. It features
advancements such as
a twist-locking leg sys-
tem that allows for
quick assembly and
increased stability in
the field. The legs,
head, and antlers all
fit conveniently inside
the body cavity.



what to date has been a hunting tech-
nique that has not been fully appreci-
ated. 

Distributor Viewpoints
“I believe that deer decoys are an

untapped potential for dealers,” said
Dave Parker, Purchasing Manager for
Kinsey’s Archery Products. “I know if
dealers try them they will sell them. As
a distributor we have seen a steady
growth in our dealers’ interest in
decoys but I feel that many dealers

have not yet taken advantage of their
full potential. Personally I have hunt-
ed over deer decoys for several years
and my experience has showed me
that they really work.”

“A number of hunting shows are
now featuring deer decoys in their
hunts,” Parker continued. “That is
exposing more hunters to this exciting
hunting technique which will increase
the demand for decoys and I urge
dealers to give them a try. The best
salesman for the deer decoy is the guy

who has had suc-
cess with one.
When I operated in
the retail side of the
business I often
rented or loaned
out equipment that
we were trying to
promote. We found
that 80 percent of
what we loaned out
was sold. If I were in
retail today I would
definitely consider
renting out deer
decoys. But in any
case I strongly

encourage dealers to educate them-
selves in the use of deer decoys and to
add them to their inventory.”

Mike Hogan, Buyer for H & H
Archery Supply, echoes Parkers’ com-
ments. “We are seeing a steady
increase in the demand from our
dealers for deer decoys,” Hogan
stressed. “We are selling both the full
body decoys such as those offered by
Delta and Carry-Lite as well as the
lighter and more economical
Montana two dimensional decoys.
Personally, I think the full body decoys
work the best but they are more
expensive and bulkier. Decoys like the
Montana are lighter and easier to pack
to and from the hunting site and they
work great. I know that there is a lot of
room for growth in the decoy market.”

“We have seen a growing interest
in all of the decoys we carry but espe-
cially in the ones offered by Montana
and Renzo,” explained Rob Kaufhold,
owner of Lancaster Archery Supply.
“Decoys simply make sense. I doubt if
you can find a bowhunter that does
not use a grunt call, however a deer
responding to a grunt call is looking
for another deer. A decoy adds a sense

For 2007 Buckwing is introducing a new
Bobb’n Head Deer Decoy, a full size deer
decoy with a head and tail that move with
the slightest breeze. The ears are adjustable
and the decoy comes with two different size
racks allowing it to represent either a young
or a mature buck. Removing the horns turns
the decoy into a doe giving the hunter maxi-
mum versatility. The decoy components all
can be packed into the body cavity for ease
of transportation.

Rinehart’s Treestand Buck
serves double duty as both a
target and a deer decoy. It is
anatomically correct and
the proper size for an adult
deer. Antlers are removable.
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of confirmation and causes the deer
to focus on the decoy giving the
hunter that extra edge that can make
the difference between deer steak or
pizza for dinner. There are many new
and improved decoys coming on the
market constantly and I see a tremen-
dous potential for growth in the sale
of decoys at the retail level.”    

Decoy Manufacturers

Renzo’s Decoys
Steve Lorenz, President of Renzo’s

Decoys summed it up best when he
told ArrowTrade, “Hunting without a
decoy is like fishing with a hook and
no worm.”  Lorenz, like the guy who
wanted to build a better mouse trap,
entered the decoy market six years
ago. As the owner of a graphics design
company Lorenz is also a dedicated
bowhunter who was using full sized
3-D decoys when hunting. “I got tired
of lugging that big deer around and
decided to make my own decoy,”
Lorenz explained. “I went to my office
and scanned a photograph of a deer
out of a magazine, enlarged it and
printed and pasted the image to a
lightweight foam board. Several days
later I tagged a nice ten pointer that I
had been chasing most of the season
and at the same time Renzo’s Decoys
was born.”

“Today we offer a complete line of
decoys,” Lorenz stated. “Our decoys
are lightweight, easily portable, easy
to set-up and they are very economi-
cal making them perfect for both the
hunter and the dealer.”

Renzo’s Decoys are printed on
both sides and because they use actu-
al photographs are extremely realistic.
The decoys are made from light-
weight foam board and fold making
them very convenient for carrying.
The decoys can stand or be hung giv-

ing the hunter flexibility in meeting
his hunting situation. Renzo’s new
“Four in One Decoy” allows the
hunter to use his decoy as either an
upright or bedding buck or an upright
or bedding doe as he desires. A mov-
able tail on the decoy moves with the
slightest breeze adding an extra touch
of realism. 

“Decoying game is an art,” said
Steve Bailey, Renzo’s General
Manager. “At times you will be disap-
pointed and at other times rewarded
but one thing is sure, decoys will add
more excitement to your hunt and
make you a better hunter. From the
dealers’ standpoint it is a win-win sit-
uation. They can increase their sales
while helping their customers
increase their chances of success.”

Buckwing
“Buckwing prides itself on mak-

ing good products better,” said Bob
Long, Buckwing’s Sales Manager.
“Decoying deer is not new, it has been
a well kept secret of some the coun-
try’s best whitetail hunters for many
years. However the news about deer
decoying is now spreading among
deer hunters everywhere and it is
going to be a hot new trend with plen-
ty of room for growth for the dealer.
Dealers love ‘new’ and that’s exactly
what deer decoys are, ‘new’ with a
capital N.”

For 2007 Buckwing is introducing
a new full size Bobb’n Head Deer
Decoy, a full size deer decoy with a
head and tail that moves with the
slightest breeze. The weight system in
the head is adjustable allowing the
head to be positioned from low to
high. The ears are adjustable and the
decoy comes with two different size
racks allowing it to represent either a
young or a mature buck. Removing
the horns turns the decoy into a doe
giving the hunter maximum versatili-
ty. The decoy components all can be
packed into the body cavity for ease
of transportation. Buckwing also
includes with the decoys samples of
the company’s decoy scent elimina-
tion spray and their Deerhide Scent
which is formulated to make the
decoy smell like a real deer. The stakes
which support the decoy are perma-
nently attached to the decoy elimi-
nating the annoying problem of lost
stakes. 

Tab Hinton Archery
“I have been a lifelong deer

hunter and I was never satisfied tag-
ging my deer by accident,” said Tab
Hinton, President of Tab Hinton
Archery Targets and Decoys. “I always
wanted to control the hunt, to predict
when and where I should be to har-
vest the particular deer I was hunting.
Using a deer decoy helps me do just

Renzo’s Decoys are not only light-
weight and easy to set up but they
can be folded into a small package
which makes it easy for the hunter
to carry the decoy. Renzo’s new
“Four in One Decoy” allows the
hunter to use his decoy as either an
upright or bedding buck or an
upright or bedding doe.
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that. Decoys are used to distract the
deer’s attention and put them at ease
giving the hunter that extra edge
when it comes to getting the shot off.”  

Tab Hinton is a manufacturer of
taxidermist’s animal forms and seven
years ago applied his technical knowl-
edge and manufacturing resources to
the development of a high quality line
of 3-D archery targets. One year later
he added a deer decoy to his line
called the Hinton Tree Line Decoy.
The Hinton Tree Line Decoy is basical-
ly one half of a 3-D deer. The decoy

which repre-
sents a feeding
doe is designed
to be placed
against a brush pile, fallen tree, fence
line or along the edge of a field. The
back of the 4-pound decoy is hol-
lowed out and allows for the conve-
nient storage of the legs when trans-
porting or storing the decoy. 

“Like most bowhunters I live to
hunt,” Hinton explained. “I believe
the hunter needs to use every effective
tool that is available to him and I

believe the deer decoy is a very impor-
tant tool. I have found hunting over
decoys has not only increased my suc-
cess ratio but it also has increased my
confidence level. Decoys are quickly
becoming the next ‘must have’ hot
item for the bowhunter and the dealer
that jumps on board this trend early
will discover a new profitable source
of add-on sales.” 

The Tab Hinton Tree Line Decoy which
represents a feeding doe is designed to
be placed against a brush pile, fallen
tree, fence line or along the edge of a
field. You can reach the Mississippi firm
at (601) 947-9339.

Keeping a decoy scent free is easy by simply applying a
quality scent remover. Here the hunter sprays down a
Montana decoy. The Montana Decoys are photorealistic,
extremely light in weight and fold down into a compact
package making them easy to pack into the hunting site.
The decoy contains an internal wire form that allows it to
be folded into a compact size.
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Montana Decoys
“Over the past ten years we have

seen a steady increase in the use of
deer decoys by the hunter,” said Drew
Steinberger, Marketing and PR
Manager for Montana Decoys. “Our
decoys are actual photographs of the
animal or bird being represented
which are then printed on a cotton
polyester material. They are photore-
alistic and extremely light in weight.
Our decoys contain an internal wire
form that allows the decoy to be fold-
ed into a compact size for transporta-
tion or storage. When ready for use the
internal wire form ‘pops’ open to pro-
duce a life size decoy. The decoy has
separate metal folding legs which
support the decoy and also help it
maintain its form when in use.”

Flambeau 
“We have seen our decoy business

go from stable to one of growth,” com-
mented Paul Templeton, Sales
Manager for Flambeau. “One of the
areas of the greatest growth is the

bowhunters’ acceptance of deer
decoys. Bowhunters have always been
interested in finding ways to expand
their bowhunting experience and
readily accepted scents and deer calls
when they appeared on the market
years ago. I believe decoys are the next
big step in effective hunting tools for
the bowhunter.”

Mainstays in the Flambeau decoy
line are two full size 3-D deer decoys.
The Redi-Doe is a doe with its head in
the upright position. The decoy can be
used as a standing doe or by removing
the legs it becomes a bedded doe. The
Grazing Doe is just that, a doe with its
head lowered in the grazing position.
An antler kit is available for both of
these decoys to change them into
bucks if the hunter desires. Flambeau
also offers the hunter a highly
portable decoy with its CommanDoe
model. The CommanDoe is a two
dimension decoy that looks extremely
realistic from almost 360 degrees. This
lightweight decoy easily folds for
transportation and storage.

Flambeau recently announced a
partnership with renowned, award

winning, wildlife sculptor C.W. (Chris)
Schiller to create the newest addition
to the Masters Series Decoy Family.
The realism that Schiller created in
this custom whitetail buck sculpture
is based on a relentless pursuit to
duplicate nature that he learned in
advanced art training as well as
countless hours in the field as a pas-
sionate hunter. This custom 8 point,
120 class buck sculpture, created
exclusively for Flambeau, was directly
cast in a foundry to produce the
molds necessary to create Flambeau’s
Masters Series Buck Decoy. 

Flambeau’s Masters Series Buck
may not only be the most realistic
looking deer decoy ever created but it
also has features not previously avail-
able in large animal decoys. All 4 legs
feature a twist-locking leg system that
yields good stability and quick, easy
field assembly. In addition, this decoy
was created with mobility in mind.
The legs, head, and antlers all fit con-
veniently inside the body cavity which
can be thrown over the shoulder using
the comfortable shoulder strap for
hands free transport. The rear legs are

Introducing the arrows built especially 

for broadheads that can help you shoot 
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means faster recovery out of the bow,
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designed to hold readily available
scent pads located near the tarsal
glands and the front legs are designed
to accept the MAD Invisi-Growl and
Lohman Invisi-Buck Electronic Deer
Calls. (It is advisable to check local
game laws before using this feature to
ensure compliance.)  Each decoy is
shipped with realistic, removable
antlers.

Delta Sports Products
“We are seeing our deer decoy

business growing steadily and we
are looking forward to expanding
our entire line of decoys and espe-
cially the deer decoys,” explained
Jen Kresser, National Sales Manager
for Delta Sports Products. “While
we are experiencing growth across
our market we see particularly
strong growth in the northeast and
southeast sections of the country.
We have some exciting new prod-
ucts planned for 2007 including
adding motion to our decoys. We
also will be offering some econom-
ical decoys so the dealer will be
able to offer his customers decoys
at various price points.”

Delta offers full-size 3-D decoys
whose legs, heads and antlers can be
stored in the body. This feature offers
a “suitcase” style decoy for easy trans-
portation and storage, an important
consideration when using “full size
decoys”. 

Rinehart Targets
Rinehart Targets is well known as

the manufacturer of high quality 3-D
targets and their famous 18:1 target,
the only target guaranteed to not
shoot out for one full year regardless
of the punishment. However Rinehart
also offers the bowhunter their
Treestand Buck which serves double
duty as both a target and a deer decoy.
“The Treestand Buck is anatomically
correct,” said James McGovern,
Marketing Manager for Rinehart
Targets. 

“It is the proper size for an adult
deer and while it has no replaceable
core insert the organs and spine are
etched into the body of the deer,” con-
tinued McGovern. “It can be shot at
any angle and simulates real hunting
conditions. Shooting 3-D tourna-
ments has taught us to shoot broad-
side at a distance of 30 yards from
ground level but that is seldom where
hunting shots actually occur. This tar-
get was not designed for target prac-
tice but rather for hunting practice. It
is designed to make the user a better
hunter and to learn to make the first
shot count.”

The Treestand Buck is a solid one
piece construction with removable
antlers. When used as a decoy it offers
the user the unique opportunity to
take a practice shot before he or she
leaves their stand. While every
bowhunter racks up hours of practice
before the season they often make the
mistake of failing to practice during

the season. The Treestand Buck with
its ability to absorb shots from any
direction or angle gives the hunter the
opportunity to not only take in-sea-
son shots but to do so from his stand
under the exact conditions that he will
experience when the real shot pre-
sents itself.

Decoy Hunting Tips
If you are new to decoy hunting

here are some common-sense tips
and some not-to-well-known tips to
improve your chances when using
deer decoys. 

Keeping your decoy scent free is
critical and can be easily accom-
plished by spraying down with a good
scent remover. 

When adding scent to your decoy
it is best to apply the scent to a scent
pad and then attach the pad to the
decoy as opposed to applying scent
directly to the decoy. This allows you
to carry the decoy without the danger
of getting scent on your clothes and
also allows you to change scents as
required.

One disadvantage of two dimen-
sional decoys is the fact that they can-
not be seen from all directions.
However this can be easily overcome
by using two decoys and setting them
at an angle to each other. Using this
technique the decoy or part of a decoy
is visible to the deer regardless of the
direction from which he may
approach.

While a doe decoy can attract a

While full size 3-D decoys are very realistic, transportation
and storage is often a problem. Delta solved that problem
by making their full body decoy easily portable as the body
cavity opens up to accept the legs and antlers as shown in
this photograph. The cavity is also a handy place to store
the carrying strap while the decoy is in use.
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buck especially during the rut an
antlered decoy can also work under
certain conditions especially when
bucks are establishing their territories.

When positioning your decoy
think about how and where your shot
might present itself when a deer
approaches your decoy. A buck will
normally approach another buck
from the front while he will normally
approach a doe from the rear.

If possible position your decoy so
the approaching deer has to pass your
stand to get to your decoy offering you
a quartering away shot.

When using a static decoy or one
with no moving parts add small pieces
of the appropriate color fabric to the
tail and ears. A slight breeze will add
motion to your decoy and therefore
add some realism.

While deer decoys are excellent
for bowhunting they should never be
used for gun hunting or when gun
seasons and bow seasons overlap. It’s
too easy for a gun hunter to see the
decoy and take a shot or shots, send-
ing bullets in the hunter’s direction.

Summary 
Deer decoys are not only an effec-

tive tool for bowhunting they offer
great sales potential for the dealer.
However it is important to educate the
customer as to their proper use to
increase the chances of success. For
that reason archery specialty shops
and archery departments within full-
service sporting goods stores are ide-
ally suited for these types of sales. 

Decoys don’t sell well in the box
therefore it is important to have at
least one model of each that you offer
on display. 

In the future deer decoys will be
featured in more and more hunting
shows and on hunting videos as well
as in hunting publications all of which
will result in stimulating the demand
for the product by the bowhunter.

While this feature focused on deer
decoys depending upon the area of
the country in which you are located
you may want to consider stocking
other decoy models as well. Turkey
decoys are readily accepted every-
where turkeys can be found and ante-
lope decoys are popular for hunting
out west. Several manufacturers even

offer elk decoys.
As I said in the opening para-

graphs of this feature my wife had to
drag me into the world of the deer
decoy but now no one could drag me
out.    

Editor’s Note: In addition to his
writing duties, John Kasun is an out-
door seminar speaker and a business
consultant with experience in corpo-
rations large and small. He can be
reached at 126 Hickory Lane,
Duncansville, PA 16635, by phone at

(814) 695-5784 or by email at
kasun@atlanticbb.net.

Here are phone numbers if you
want to contact any of the firms cov-
ered in this article: 

Tab Hinton (601) 947-9339
Renzo’s (800) 583-5416
Rinehart Targets (608) 757-8153
Delta (800) 708-0673
Buckwing (610) 264-1122
Montana Decoy (406) 748-3092
Flambeau Inc. (800) 457-5252

NOBODY DOES IT  BETTER
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PIONEER XP

WILDFIRE XP

PIONEER XP

WILDFIRE XPXXP is XTREME PARALLEL! Engineering a bow with parallel 
limbs is more than just laying the limbs back at a different angle. 
To do the job right there needs to be a delicate balance between 
limb pocket angle, limb design and cam engineering. Every Xtreme 
Parallel bow in Parker’s product line has been extensively tested to 
optimize all three. An XP bow in your hands is nothing short of the 
ultimate in performance and vibration dampening!

LEGEND XP
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Parker Compound Bows  
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